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Abstract: In speaker verification, score normalization methods are a common practice
to gain better performance and robustness. One kind of score normalization is cohort
normalization, which uses information about the score behaviour of known impostors.
During enrolment, impostor verifications are simulated to get a speaker-specific set of
the most competitive impostors (the cohort). In the present paper, one virtual cohort
speaker is synthesized using the most competitive impostor’s Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs). These impostors are also users of the system and therefore their models
have channel-specific information contrary to the universal background model, which
provides channel- and speaker-independent models. On verification, cohort scores are
obtained by an additional verification of the virtual cohort speaker. The cohort scores
evaluate the candidate as an impostor. A cohort normalized score promises greater
robustness.

This paper will study the effect of the introduced cohort normalization technique
on the speaker verification system atip VoxGuard, which is based on mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients and HMMs. VoxGuard can be used as either a text-dependent
or a text-independent verification system. In this paper, emphasis is placed on text-
independent speaker verification. Experiments using the atip speech corpus and the
SieTill speech corpus showed improvements measured by the equal error rate on per-
formance and robustness.

Index Terms — speaker verification; text-independent; cohort-based

1 Introduction

Reliable security approaches are becoming increasingly relevant. Especially for end-users

of the commercial, financial, and government sectors, a robust, reliable, and secure verifi-

cation is very important [Spe12]. Knowledge- or token-based solutions are thought to be

very problematic. They can get lost or get passed on to a third party without authorization

or even unintentionally [Sch05, Sie09]. In biometric systems, the user himself provides

the basis for the security system. One topic of biometrics is speaker verification, which

takes advantage of the uniqueness of the human voice in terms of the voicegram-obtained

parameters of the speech signal such as the power spectrum [KL09, FC11].
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Speaker verification systems can be text-dependent (fixed pass phrase) or text-independent

(unspecified pass phrase or free speech) [KL09]. Within text-independent speaker verifi-

cation systems, it is possible to combine the advantages of both biometric and knowledge-

based security systems: by using phoneme models as in (speaker-specific) speech recog-

nition, a speaker can be scored depending on whether a randomized pass-phrase was cor-

rectly spoken. Otherwise, a replay attack could be assumed [Moh08].

A verification decision is based on a score rating the match for a user on a claimed iden-

tity. However, this score varies, due to intraspeaker variability (e.g., health conditions and

speaking rates) and channel variability (acoustic speech signal) [BBF+04, KL09, MT10,

Sae11]. This paper focuses on channel variability. Score normalization methods are a

common practice to gain a better performance and robustness.

Cohort-based score normalization methods use information about known impostors, such

as the user-specific mean and the variance of impostor scores [SR05, HB05]. The approach

introduced in this paper calculates a cohort score during speaker verification that provides

channel specific information, unlike the universal background model (UBM). The virtual

cohort models are synthesized from enrolled speaker models, which have channel-specific

information (such as the telephone or microphone). Therefore this information is also

placed in the cohort models.

2 System Overview

VoxGuard is a speaker verification system developed by atip GmbH. Delta mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and acceleration MFCCs are used as features. These fea-

tures are modelled by hidden Markov models (HMMs) representing the most common

phonemes in the German language. Initially, a complete phoneme reference is provided as

the UBM.

During enrolment, the speaker phoneme models are trained by adapting the distribution

mean values of the UBM phoneme models, so that the features extracted from the enrol-

ment sample are well-modelled. Re-enrolments are accomplished by an HMM-mixture of

the former with new phoneme models.

During the verification process, two common comparison scores are computed: the score

Sκ of the claimed identity κ and the score SUBM of the UBM [Sch05, KL09, FC11,

Sae11]. Both scores are similarity scores for estimating the comparison of the extracted

feature vectors from an unknown person’s utterance O and a reference ω modelling those

vectors [KL09]:

Sω = P (O|ω), (1)

with ω consisting of phoneme models λω .

As a text can be spoken in different sessions with different durations, a duration score

normalization is calculated [Sch05] by dividing the logarithm of the score Sω by the count

of the feature vectors T (duration). According to the 2012 NIST speaker recognition
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evaluation plan [NIS12] and common community approaches1, the decision score is based

on the log-likelihood ratio of the duration-normalized scores, see eq. 2 and 3.

SLLR

UBM =
1

T
∗ log

Sκ

SUBM

(2)

SLLR

UBM =
1

T
∗ (logP (O|κ)− logP (O|UBM)) (3)

3 Cohort Normalization

Cohort based score normalization methods can be applied to the scores of the most com-

petitive cohort speakers for each target speaker’s reference [Sch05]. A cohort is a group

of impostors. In this paper, these impostors are considered to be enrolled speakers on the

same application system. Hence, the impostor’s HMMs are trained under the same channel

influences as the target speaker’s HMMs.

It is possible to specify a cohort model λκ̄ for each target speaker’s HMM λκ of a phoneme

λ [Sch05]. A candidate can be scored by those models as a competitive impostor. Thus,

if the candidate is scored higher by the cohort models than by the reference models, the

candidate can be assumed to be a subversive user, or vice versa, the candidate can be

assumed to be the user of the claimed identity himself, if the candidate is scored higher by

the reference models than by the cohort models.

For the purpose of specifying cohort models, the n most competitive impostors are selected

from a cohort corpus of size m,n <= m. To handle all cohort models, they can be

synthesized into one virtual reference, implying the synthesis of a virtual cohort speaker.

3.1 Cohort speaker selection

According to Isobe and Takahashi [IT99], four selection methods for speaker verification

have been introduced:

• speaker-based: the complete reference of a speaker is selected;

• phoneme-based: just the most competitive HMMs are selected;

• state-based: assumed HMMs are left-to-right HMMs, the most competitive HMM-

states are selected (a selection due to a similar scored verbalization of a phoneme);

and

• distribution-based: for each HMM, the most competitive distributions are selected.

1such as Kinnunen and Li [KL09], Campbell et al. [CCG+07], Poh and Kittler [PK08], Munteanu and Toma

[MT10], and Isobe and Takahashi [IT99]
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Phoneme-based cohort selection was chosen for this paper, because it had already been

evaluated successfully in preliminary research. The phoneme-based cohort selection itself

is performed by an impostor verification simulation. The most competitive impostors are

then selected by the highest mean scores on each reference HMM.

In tab. 1, an exemplary extract from an impostor simulation is shown. For three speakers,

the top three impostors by mean scores are presented on the phonemes of the German word

Wald (phonetic script /v-a-l-t/).

Claimed /v/ /a/ /l/ /t/
identity Spkr µSLLR

UBM

Spkr µSLLR

UBM

Spkr µSLLR

UBM

Spkr µSLLR

UBM

A

G 2.25 M 3.05 L −0.67 N 0.34
N 0.57 D 2.28 M −0.81 K 0.15
L 0.47 N −0.98 D −0.88 I 0.13

B

N 1.20 K 0.34 A 2.65 H 0.03
M −0.48 H −1.78 K −0.27 K 0.02
M −2.20 G −2.08 N −0.78 E 0.01

C

J 3.42 K 1.25 A −0.45 E 0.62
H 0.51 A −1.14 E −0.56 J 0.32
L −0.25 J −2.41 M −0.82 G 0.26

Table 1: Extract from phoneme-based impostor simulation

3.2 Synthesizing a virtual cohort speaker’s reference

In cohort normalization, it is common to use multiple cohort speakers and cohort scores

(e.g., [Sch05, HB05, KCD11, KKF06, Lon10, PMK09]). Isobe and Takahashi [IT99]

introduced a virtual synthesized cohort speaker CV , whose reference consists of the most

competitive cohort models.

For each reference phoneme model λκ, n cohort phoneme models λi
κ̄ can be selected.

Thus the models of the most competitive impostor on phoneme λ can be considered as

λ1
κ̄, the model of the second most competitve impostor as λ2

κ̄, . . . , the model of the most

uncompetitive impostor as λm
κ̄ .

In order to maintain one CV model for each phoneme, a mixture of all the selected

phoneme models is needed: in terms of n selected impostor models λ1
κ̄, λ

2
κ̄, . . . , λ

n
κ̄ a

cohort model λV
κ̄ is synthesized by an HMM mixture of the selected models. Since this

virtual cohort speaker contains all the information from the virtual speaker cohort, it is

therefore taken as the universal virtual cohort speaker (Fig. 1). In this approach, only

one additional verification on one cohort reference is done, because all competitive cohort

references are mixed into one.

In fig. 1, the synthesis of a universal virtual cohort speaker CV is given as an example

for a selection quantity of n = 2. With speaker B as a reference, the selected cohort
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speakers A,G,H,K,N and their mean scores are shown for each phoneme of the word

Wald. The synthesis of the virtual cohort phoneme model aV
B̄

uses the selected phoneme

models aH , aG of the cohort speakers H and G as the cohort phoneme models a1
B̄
, a2

B̄

with regard to their rank of competitiveness. All virtual cohort phoneme models λV

B̄
are

stored in a databse and serve as a reference for the universal virtual cohort speaker.
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Figure 1: Synthesizing a universal virtual cohort speaker

Preliminary research showed that the selection of the two most competitive cohort phone-

mes performs best. When selecting a quantity of n = 1, there is overfitting to the most

competitive virtual cohort speaker. This could be adjusted by a mixture of the phoneme

models with the second most competitive cohort phoneme models. With n > 2, the cohort

phoneme models also adapt to the uncompetitive cohort phoneme models and therefore

the information value of the intended cohort score decreases.

In contrast to other common cohort-based approaches2 using an impostor set of n cohort

speakers, the approach introduced here relies on one universal virtual cohort speaker using

n = 2 of the most competitive cohort speaker. Also, fewer resources are required during

the verification as fewer score calculations need to be processed.

3.3 Score Normalization

A verification on the cohort reference produces the cohort score Sκ̄. According to Türck

[Tür08], the reference score Sκ is normalized by the cohort score using the log-likelihood

ratio:

SLLR

κ̄ =
1

T
∗ log

Sκ

Sκ̄

, (4)

2e.g., in Hébert and Boies for text-dependent speaker verification [HB05], Sturim and Reynolds [SR05], Poh

and Kittler [PK08], Poh et al. [PMK09], and Karam et al. [KCD11]
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where, differing from eq. 2, the cohort score is used instead of the UBM score. To gain the

advantages of both LLRs, a score fusion is carried out by adding both LLR scores using

equal weighting:

SUBM+Cohort = SLLR

UBM + SLLR

κ̄ . (5)

4 Experimental Results

The approach described in section 3 was evaluated on the atip speech corpus with 27

speakers (18 male, 9 female) and on a part of the SieTill speech corpus with 356 speakers3

(188 male, 168 female). All speakers of the atip speech corpus were recorded in a quiet

room with the AT4033 microphone in one session. Speakers of the SieTill speech corpus

were recorded by telephone (ISDN).

The atip speech corpus was introduced by Kunz et al. [KKR+11] for evaluating con-

tinuous text-independent speaker verification, and it was extended during preliminary re-

search. Therefore, phonetically balanced sentences were important, hence the Nordwind

und Sonne fable (see [Pet99]) and the story Buttergeschichte (see [Pet99]) were used, be-

cause they are standard phonetic and linguistic texts respecting phonetic balance within

the texts. As a third text, a part of an online newspaper article4 was read5, because it is

assumed to be more like free speech. This excerpt is referred to as the Mainufer text in

this paper. Each text was freely spoken. In this evaluation setup, each speaker of the atip

speech corpus was enrolled with the Nordwind und Sonne fable. The impostor simulation

was performed using the story Buttergeschichte, and for verification, the Mainufer text

was used. Each enrolled speaker of the atip speech corpus was used for cohort selection

and evaluation6.

The SieTill speech corpus contains three numbers in the range of 0, 1, . . . , 9. This corpus

was divided into a part with 56 speakers (35 male, 21 female) used for cohort selection

and 300 speakers used for evaluation7.

The approach introduced was evaluated using the equal error rate (EER) metric in terms

of the false match rate (FMR) and the false non-match rate (FNMR). The performances

of LLR-UBM, LLR-Cohort, and UBM+Cohort are compared in fig. 2 by detection–error

tradoff (DET) graphs, and in tab. 2, by EERs. In both speech corpora, the fusioned

UBM+Cohort outperforms LLR-UBM and LLR-Cohort in terms of EER.

VoxGuard reaches an EER of 6.64% on the SieTill speech corpus with the LLR-UBM ap-

3The corpus was separated by speaker id, the last 356 speakers were used for testing.
4see: http://www.focus.de/panorama/welt/dauerregen-frankfurt-ruestet-sich-

gegen-das-hochwasser_aid_589684.html (Focus Online, 26.05.2012)
5segmented into 26 speech samples, with durations from one to eleven seconds
6The setup used for the atip speech corpus did not conform to a strict interpretion of ISO/IEC 19795-1 clause

7.6.3.2.1 [ISO05], since cohort models are based upon impostor models. This was necessary, due to the limited

data of this speech corpus. The application scenario of this setup is a simulation of known users subversively

claiming another user’s identity as their own, in order to defraud the other user.
7About 10 samples per speaker, every sample had a duration of 2.784 seconds
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Figure 2: DET graphs comparing LLR-UBM, LLR-Cohort, and LR-UBM-Cohort, left: on the atip
speech corpus, right: on the SieTill speech corpus

speech corpus atip SieTill

LLR-UBM 10.86 6.64
LLR-Cohort 5.98 7.76

UBM+Cohort 5.56 5.48

Table 2: Speaker verification performances comparison by EER (in %)

proach. On the atip speech corpus, there was a higher EER of 10.86%. The aim was to

create an approach that performs approximately equally. This approach should be indepen-

dent of the speech corpus used and of the recording channels. Because a channel adaption

of the UBM is not easy with a small amount of speech data, the cohort normalization ap-

proach introduced was used to achieve more robustness against the channel variability and

have an approximately equal performance on both speech corpora.

By using the LLR-Cohort approach, the EER decreases significantly on the atip speech

corpus, to 5.98%. Though more robustness was found on the atip speech corpus by using

only the LLR-Cohort approach, the evaluation on the SieTill speech corpus could not con-

firm this. The EER increased by 1.12 percentage points. At the EER-threshold, 3.90% of

the samples were better classified by the LLR-Cohort score than by the LLR-UBM score,

but on the other hand, there were 4.95% of the samples that were worse classified, and

2.68% of the samples were classified incorrectly by both scoring approaches. By fusing

the LLR-UBM and the LLR-Cohort, the UBM+Cohort approach has the advantages of

both and outperforms them, with an EER of 5.48%. On the atip speech corpus, the best

performance was also observed with the UBM+Cohort approach, with an EER of 5.56%.

Altogether, the fusion of LLR-UBM and LLR-Cohort, UBM+Cohort, outperforms both

approaches on both evaluation copora. The UBM+Cohort approach reached approxi-

mately the same EER on both speech corpora. If the classification using the LLR-UBM ap-

proach is not optimal, improvements could be gained by using the score fusion introduced

with the LLR-Cohort score. Hence, the UBM+Cohort approach improves the robustness

of atip VoxGuard.
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To examine the score behaviours of SUBM , Sκ and Sκ̄ the samples were analysed re-

garding continuous scores. In the following, samples from the SieTill speech corpus are

analysed that were classified better or worse by LLR-Cohort than by LLR-UBM. It turned

out that the verification phrase eins null drei (1, 0, 3, phonetic script /P[aI]ns nUl dK[aI]/),

accounts for 18.12% of the worse classifications by LLR-Cohort.

In fig. 3, a correct verification by LLR-Cohort is presented in order to point out the advan-

tages of this approach. The scores of a verification trial are shown, where the logarithm

scores of the UBM, a target speaker’s models, and the target’s cohort models are assigned

to the continuous observation of an impostor’s utterance. In this example, the LLR-UBM

accepts the impostor as genuine, with SLLR

UBM
= 0.71. The subversive trial is rejected by

the LLR-Cohort approach, with SLLR
κ̄ = −1.87. Overall, the UBM+Cohort rejected the

trial with SUBM+Cohort = −1.16 as well. This indicates a user-adaptive perfomance in-

crease and a higher channel robustness by outperforming the UBM, which is assumed to

be channel-independent, having no channel-specifc information.
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Figure 3: Logarithm scores of SUBM , Sκ and Sκ̄ on continuous observation of an impostor utterance
with the phrase zwo acht sieben (2, 8, 7, phonetic script /tsvo: Paxt zi:bn/)

Analysing the incorrectly classified samples from the LLR-Cohort approach, it can be

observed that some cohort models have extreme values, while the UBM and reference

scores do not. Fig. 4 shows another impostor trial with the phrase eins null drei. Overall,

the UBM scores outperform the cohort scores, because the cohort scores are very low for

specific phonemes. In this example, the cohort scores have outliers on phonemes /l/, /d/,

and /K/, and furthermore, a better performance of the UBM on the phonemes /P/, /s/,

and /[aI]/.
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Figure 4: Outlying cohort scores on continuous impostor utterance observation
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5 Conclusion and Future Research

This paper introduced a cohort normalization approach for improving the channel robust-

ness of the HMM-based speaker verification system atip VoxGuard. For every user, a

virtual cohort model was synthesized by mixing the corresponding phoneme models of

the two most competitive impostors from a cohort corpus. This cohort corpus consisted of

users who were enrolled subject to the same influences of channel and noise. All virtual

cohort models together represented a universal virtual cohort speaker that modelled the

most competitive (in the context of one specific user) impostors. During a verification,

one cohort score was calculated by using the cohort phoneme models of this universal

virtual cohort speaker.

It was shown that this cohort score cannot replace the UBM for verification for all channels

and achieve more robustness by channel-adaption. Since the UBM and cohort approaches

do not perform consistently on different speech corpora with different input channels, a

fusion that combined both approaches outperforms them and is more likely to be stable.

The presence of cohort score outliers points to a problem; further researches on phoneme

model training or cohort model synthesis might solve this problem. In order to obtain more

discriminative target speaker models and cohort models, the training of the UBM might be

examined, because both depend on it, whether directly or indirectly. According to Hasan

and Hansen [HH11], the selective use of speaker data for UBM construction promises a

higher performance. With the intention of increasing the security of mobile phones, a

possible future application could make use of continuous speaker verification: ‘Additional

protection against intruders can be given if voice verification is made concurrent to phone

calls’ [KKR+11]. It still needs to be clarified whether the proposed cohort normalization

approach can produce a performance and robustness gain in continuous speaker verifica-

tion. In the future, a test of the approach introduced in the present paper could be carried

out by taking part in the NIST speaker recognition evaluation.
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